STARS

My 360 picture would show the night sky view and its beauty.

When the shape is clicked, the
picture below will appear.

Stars fill our night sky, but
they fill our day sky too!

Sirius is Dog Star and brightest star

If this was in Captivate, this is the top horizontal box.

Stars are the light of our lives, from our Sun to the furthest away
Picture Transition: Fade in,
sliding to the right.

Play music as fade in to screen

Increase
volume

X-ray image of Remnants of the Kepler
supernova, observed by NASA

To insert an overlay on the video clip locate the button on
the timeline, just above the slide duration and video
duration, push the plus button to add an overlay. Drag the
slide to overlay to the desired spot on the timeline. Select
the amount of time it should last in the timeline.

Galactic Spiral

Galaxies come in
different shapes and
sizes. They are in
constant movement as
they move through
space. Many are
beautiful from a
distance but deadly up
close, like this Galaxy
Storm.

•

What does our Galaxy
look like? It is
beautiful.

Interactions drop down tab offers one way to add buttons.
Another option is to create it from Shapes. From Shapes, pick the
shape you wish to use and drag to where you would like to place
it. Size, fill, shape, stroke, can all be adjusted through properties.
To make the shape into button, click “use as button” from
properties. Under action, multiple options are available such as
jump frame, next slide (as I chose here), etc. Adding a text
caption, size, font, and color can also be adjusted through
properties.

• Test your knowledge!
Ready for a quiz?
YES!

Quiz:
What type of
galaxy
do we live in?
a) Elliptical
b) Spiral
c) Irregular

(b) Correct! Proceed forward.

• In the task pane, click the down pointy arrow and click
question slide to create a quiz question. Choices are
multiple choice, true and false, fill in the blank, short
answer, matching, hot spot, sequence, rating, sorting, and
random question. It can be graded, survey, or pretest.
Once preferences are selected, click okay and a new slide
will be generated for the quiz. Here is where the question
is inserted. Be sure that the correct answer is marked.
Responses to the question can be altered to reflect
accuracy and respond the user (correct- proceed to the
next slide, incorrect-please try again, etc.). On the
properties tab if you click quiz then you can modify the
number of available responses. In this space you can make
the answers shuffle, change the point value, and other
options like font, color, the overall look and more.

